The evidence you need, on the platform you trust.

Create a complete Axis body worn solution with AXIS Camera Station

Having a seamless way to capture, view and manage all of your Axis body worn video footage in one solution allows you to more easily get the full picture. By leveraging AXIS Camera Station video management software as your body worn content destination, you benefit from a simple, scalable, end-to-end solution from one supplier.

- A scalable solution to grow with your needs
- Enhanced security with end-to-end encryption
- Protect privacy with video redaction
- Export video and generate customizable incident reports
- Ensure video integrity with user activity logs
- Easily search for video with bookmarking functionality
- Cost effective solution with simple licensing and no annual fees

To learn more about AXIS Camera Station and Axis body worn, call: 1-800-444-2947, option 1